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Students bring issues to Trustees
Each student gives a statement WRC. This person would handle
about their particular topic, and afsome individual counseling, but
Voice Staff Writer
ter all presentations have been givwould be predominately responsiThe new party policy, student en, the ten Trustees ask questions ble for progamming with classes
empowerment and the need for a on either the proposed issues or and other organizations, such as
campus smoking policy are just the organizational reports. The orclubs, sections and students in the
three of the issues being presented-t- o ganizations represented at this first-yeseminar. The second prothe Board of Trustees by the meeting are: the Campus Council, gram, which would be implementStudent Relations Committee at ' by Robert Koe; the Student Goved and supervised by this intern, is
a mandatory dateacquaintance rape
this year's meeting.
ernment Association, by the cabistudents
As in previous years, various or- net; the Student Activities Board, seminar for all first-yeto be held during Orientation.
ganizations prepared reports that by President Kelli Holmes;
Campus Council representative
were sent to Trustees prior to the
Council, by
Robert Koe will be speaking on
meeting. These statements dis- Andrew Sprague; Women's Recussed each individual groups source Center, by Erika Poethig; the new party policy. Due to
goals and plans for the school Black Students Association, by changes in the drinking laws of the
State of Ohio, the alcohol and paryear, and will serve as a basis for President Teddie Bonds; Internathe question and answer session tional Students Association, by ty policies at the College had to be
that follows the presentations on President Akshita Gandhi; The revised. The current alcohol polivarious issues. The purpose of this Wooster Volunteer Network, by cy, Koe said, is going well, but
meeting, according to Student President Brian Yocum, and The most students disagree with the
use of alcohol tickets. The tickets,
Government President and Student Voice, by Editor Amy Hollander.
however,
are a better option than
The Women's Resource Center
Relations Committee meeting
measures
the
being taken at other
Chairperson Jennifer Belmont, Is "hopes to discuss two new procolleges,
such as monetary fines,
to "assist the Trustees in getting a grams that the members would
better grip on what students . like to implement The primary suspension of priviliges or conone, according to Erika Poethig, is verting to a dry campus.
want."
' The specific issues to be adKoe also indicated that the party
the institution of an intern, similar
to those in other offices such as policy has been underused by ordressed this year are: student emganizations, but hopes to see this
powerment; campus smoking poli- Carreer Development and Placecy; service curriculum; leadership ment and the Dean's Office, to change this year. The new party
development; campus safety; party work exclusively with the Womsee Trustees: page 3 .
policy, and Luce Residence HalL en's Studies department and the
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Noted author Rothberg addresses
lies in race, gender and class
KENNYBERG

First-Ye- ar

Voice StafTWriter

Paula S. Rothenberg, a noted authority on race and gender issues,
will speak at The College of
Wooster next week.
Her lecture, with the title Truth
and Lies: Race, Class and Gender
Bias in the Curriculum," is the
sixth out of nine events in The
College of Wooster's 1990 Forum
series.
It will be held in McGaw Chapel
on University Street at 7:30 p.m.
on Wednesday, October 17, and is
free and open to the public.
A professor of philosophy and
women's studies at William
College in Wayne, New Jersey, Rothenberg is author of the
1988 book "Racism and Sexism:
An Integrated Study," . which is
mandatory course material for all
Pa-ters- on

Seminar students at

Wooster.
She is also the director of The
New Jersey Project: Integrating the
Scholarship on Gender."
Rothenberg received her bachelor's degree from New York University in 1964, master's in 1966
and Ph.D. one year later, also from
NYU. She has been involved in
race and gender issues on various
levels since the 1970s, when she
presented a paper on philosophy
and the black experience. Shortly
after that, she created and began to
teach The Philosophy of Sexual
Politics," one of the early women's
studies courses to be offered in a
philosophy department in this country.
Except "Racism and Sexism",
several
Rothenberg has
the re
like
issues
other books on
co-edit- ed
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Mashanko Banda and Jennifer Belmont were named Outstanding
They were presented roses by
President Henry Copeland and his wife Lolly. The winners were
announced Saturday during halftime of the Homecoming football
team. Other Homecoming activities included a parade featuring
floats by some sections, clubs, dorms and campus organizations.
Small houses and dorms-- also decorated. For a greater look at
Homecoming 1990 turn to page 10. (Photo by Matt Dilyard, News

Seniors by popular vote.

lations between women and men.
The past six years, she has lectured
and consulted extensively at educational institutions across the country.
According to Yvonne Williams, '
.
Dean of the Faculty and coordinator of the Wooster Forum,
book was selected as
Seminar
part of the First-Yecourse by the Educational Policy
Committee (EPQ because, few
books combine the two issues of
race and gender so well.
"Paula Rothenberg has been instrumental in integrating gender
and race," said Williams, who added that Rothenberg "teaches us a
new way to analyze racism and
sexism".
The Dean, who has. met the New
Jersey professor, also said that
"She is a very dynamic personality,
articulate and very accessible."
Ro-thenber-

'
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Luce Hall dedicated

ar

EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice Staff Writer

City, and by the generosity of
trustees, alumni and friends of the
College.

The official grand opening of
Luce Hall, the College's newest
residence hall, will take place this
weekend as part of Trustee Weekend at the College.
The building of Luce Hall, actually Henry Luce HI Hall, was completed in August of 1990.
Its funding was made possible
through a gift from The Henry
Luce Foundation of New York

This Saturday night, the College
will hold a formal dinner and dedication, to which President and
Mrs. Copeland have issued invitations.
Students invited to attend are the
92 residents of Luce Hall and selected student leaders. Henry Luce
HI, a member of the College's
board of trustees since 1968, will
speak to attendees.

-
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News:
Deputy Drug Czar Walton speaks on heinous crimes of drugs
SARA SUTHERLAND
Voice Feature Editor

These individuals were under the ernments, and private entities.
This includes ensuring participainfluence of the substance. PCP.
They chose to experiment with tion of state and local governments
in the formulation and implementhis drug.
Did they know that they would tations of National Drug Control
hallucinate excessively, until the Strategies and supply and demand
point that they could not differen- - redaction issues that pertain to
state and local governments.
tiate between right and wrong?
Being the "deputy drug czar" has
Their choice to experiment with
taken Walton 150.000 miles and
PCP led to the deaths of two people who were merely bystanders of through 28 states. This extensive
canvassing could be compared to
illicit drug use.
the magnitude of a presidential
The man who spoke of these disWalturbing incidents. Reggie B.
campaign.
What does Walton do while
ton spoke to a small crowd at
Gault Recital Hall Wednesday
eling? Basically, he' is a public
evening.
relations spokesperson for the
Walton has been The Associate fight on drugs that the. US. is forDirector of the Office of National
going.
Drug Control Policy since his
It is popular belief that this "war
confirmation on June 9. 1989.
on drugs" that President Bush has
Walton is third in command to put into action has been nothing
US. drug czar. William Bennett, but talk and planning. What is the
named by President George Bush.
Bush administration attempting to
Walson, who is a registered Demodo to combat this drug problem?
crat, is referred to as the "deputy
Through these appearances by ... ..
.
drug czar."
various leaders, the Bush adminis- . He is a liason between the federtration is seeking support for the
al government, stale and local gov
National Drug Control Policy.
--

Several years ago. in the city of
Washington D.C. a young mother
of three or four children picked up
a large butcher knife.
old
She then cut her five-yeson into package sized meats
which she proceeded to put into
freezer bags. The woman then put
her son in the freezer.
In the same city, years later,
thirteen young men see a fourty-tw- o
year old woman walking down
the street, alone. They grab her
off the street, screaming. They
drag her into an alley, and rip off
her clothes.
There is a bicycle in the alley.
The men decide to thrust the bike's
handle bars up the woman's rectum, until they reach ber throat.
What on earth would cause these
people to commit such heinous
crimes?
Were they Satanistt looking for
human sacrifices? .Were they in-- .,
sane at the time of the crimes?
ar

.

Walton discussed his viewpoints
on the drug crisis that is baffling
our nation. He is realistic when it
comes to the reason people use
drugs.
He said. "They use drugs because
they get high and like to get
high." And he is not an optimist
when it comes to the federal government's role in the drug war. He
commented, "I think it would be a
mistake to think that that we can
rely only on the federal government to solve the drug problems
existing in the country."
In a recent article in The Washington Post. Walton analyzed his
motives for taking on the position
with the National Drug Control
Policy.
He said. "Most of my friends I
grew up with are either dead or in
jail, alcoholics or junkies.And I
know with the right guidance and a
different mind-se- t,
all those guys
had the ability to do as much as I

did

in-li- fe,

--

if not
that, I feel a special re
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KIM DOUGLASS
Voice New Editor

This weekend. Students for Peace
through Action sponsored a tent
city demonstration outside of Lowi
ry directly on Beall Avenue from
Friday morning through Monday
evening in an attempt to "raise
awareness about the U.S. military
aid to EI Salvador," said participant Meg Bryant.
The demonstration was in direct response to the Dodd-Leah- y
amendment that is being voted on by the
Senate this Friday. Said participant Scott Nelson, "This spring
'
the House passed this amendment,
'l
which
calls for a 50 cut in mili; I t
tary aid to El Salvador. It's now
going to the Senate. There is another amendment, the Kerrey
Amendment, which calls for a
100 cut, but that's not being
presented.
We're supporting the
;,,-.
Dodd-Leahsince it's coming up
now." The students who participated in the demonstration, and latConcerned Woosler students camped out in a tent city this past weekend in front of Lowry Center to er the fast on Sunday, wrote approtest US military aid to El Salavador. Pictured here (left to right) are Woosler students Rowty proximately 70 letters, 25 postprucken, Elizabeth Kirkpalrick and Tasha Stuart (Photo by Ian Lockwood.)
cards, and added 175 names to a pe

-
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to reach out and try

to do all I can..."
Walton does appear to take his
position very personally. As a
black man in such a highly influential role, he is desperate to
save a generation of black men
that are largely into the drug scene.
During the course of his lecture.
Walton also compared the current
drug war to the fight against slavery. His
was
born into slavery.
He said that people never
thought that the fight against slav
ery could ever be won. But. after
many years and much perserver- ence the slaves found freedom.
The war on drugs can be won if
the country reacts in the same
way. Walton cited the current attempts at deterring the drug war.
more police, foot patrols, prison
space and drug treatment
He also said, "Most of all we
have to work with families and
children in the early years of their
lives..."
great-grandfath-

--

er

Salavador
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Tent City seeks end to US military aid to

more.."And-knowin- g

sponsibility- -,

tition being sent to Senator Glenn.
Members of the Wooster community also added 40 of their
names to the petition when it was
presented at Westminster Church
on Sunday morning. Said Bryant,
"We're asking that Glenn support
this amendment- - This war's been
going on for ten years, while being supported by the U.S. government. 1.5 million dollars is being
sent every day in the form of military aid. and 74,000 people have
died. It's time to get out."
The general response by lent city's
participants was positive. Lane
Toensmeir said. "I think it was
successful, and we had a good
time, which is always important"
Most agree that regardless of the
effect the lc tiers have on Glenn's
voting decision, the. tent city was
successful in that it heightened
campus awareness. Said Nelson,
"I was really pleased. I think it
was run pretty well. I think that
the most important thing was not
that it will have a tremendous effect on Glenn, but that it raised the
awareness of the College and the
town.
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ECOS attends

It" national conference

NEWS SERVICES

HANK MOORE

of

Special to the Voice

Voice Guest Writer

fit concert featuring
Billy Bragg, and the

There is a catch phrase, "just do
it," that three College of Wooster
students recently took to heartA
desire to learn about Mexican life
and culture led the trio on a
adventure in that country
during the summer.
Amanda Berneking of Wayzata,
six-we-

from E.C.O.S.,

i

ek

and Sylvia

Young, Assistant Dean of Students, went to the CATALYST
National Student Environmental
Conference at the University of IlSevlinois at
en thousand four hundred students
from the United States and twenty
foreign countries attended the conference, making it by far the largest student environmental confer-enc- e
in history.
The conference was sponsored
and organized by SEAC, national
and international coalition of student enviornmental groups, formed
in 1988, dedicated to creating a
network of enviornmentally concerned students, and organizing
their powere through collective action.
'The conference consisted of top
name speakers speaking on a variety of social concerns as well as environmental ones, panel discussions about specific environmental
problems, approximately 40 workshops on various environmental
tonics, a march through the streets
Urbana-Charnpaig- n.

Minn., and Michael Sauer of
A'

ico

six-we-

and a beneCasselberry-DupreBo-Dean-

e,
s.

This past weekend eleven students

Wooster had never before ventured
outside of the United States, when
they decided to join classmate Pam
Metz of Dayton as participants in
the Wooster- program.
This program, designed as a
course for students with an
interest in gaining a greater
awareness and improving
their knowledge of the language,
was introduced this past summer
as an intensive alternative to intermediate classroom study.
The course included a five-da- y
cultural orientation session in
Mexico City followed by a five-westay in the home of a Mexi- can host family in the city of Pue- bla.
In addition, there were two classes a day, one conducted by Jim Citron, director of international student affairs and a Spanish instruc- in-Mex-

Urbana-Champaig- n,

ek

cross-cultur- al

ek

.

Pam Metz, Mike Sauer and Amanda Berneking spent this summer
In Mexico studying Spanish and earning Wooster credits. (Photos
by News Services.)

tor at Wooster, and the other by
visiting professors from Puebla
who came to lecture on various aspects of Mexican life such as history, art, education, dance, economics and music.
"Not only did I get a great experience from speaking Spanish all
the time, but I learned about the
whole way of life during the seminar classes," said Amanda Berneking, a junior majoring in child development
The students were awarded two

College of Wooster course credits
for completing the program.
The students felt they not only
learned about the culture of Mexico, but also that the Mexicans
learned quite a bit from them.
"I definitely showed them that
Americans are not all blonde hair,
blue eyes, hot dogs, apple pie and
Chevrolet stereotypes," said Berneking, who claims to have
"cleared up that misconceived perception."

The speakers included Robert
Redford, who focused on environmental activism in our private
lives; Helen Caldicott, president
of Physicians for Social Responsi-blitifocusing on the need for
change in societies habits and values; Ralf Nader, who talked about
individual rights and usurpation of
those rights by corporations; Winona Laduke, president of the Indigenous Women's Network, who
spoke on the plight of the Native
Americans and their environmental
problems; Cesar Chevez, speaking on uniting the enviormental
movement with other movements
with similar goals; and Jesse Jackson who focused on diversifying
and incorporating the environmental movement into the social justice movement.
To learn more about the conference, or about what ECOS here at
Wooster is doing, come to the
weekly meeting at 7:00, Wednesday nights, in Andrews basement,
or join us for lunch on Sunday at
12:30 - we meet in the Pit.

y,

Trustees: Students discuss issues
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

policy stipulates that any group
wishing to hold a party with more
than either 40 people or four kegs
of beer must sign a party contract
By signing this contract, the group
agrees to offer alternative beveragfollow caes and snacks,
pacity codes for the location of the
party and have College party assistants present to check ID. s, issue wristbands to those over 21,
and serve the alcohol. Students
who sign the contracts must be of
drinking age, and were required ..
to attend workshops on the policy.
Koe said that since there have been
two successful events on campus
this year ( Party on the Green and
a party held at the Sigs section )
using the new system, people will
see that it is in their benefit to follow College policy.
Another policy to be addressed
is the smoking policy, or lack of
it Spokesperson Belmont has indicated that students have requested
a smoking policy since last year.
A policy was supposed to be en- -

stated by President Cope land over
the summer after Campus Council
lost the issue last year when members were told the CC did not have
jurisdiction over such matters.
rently, a committee is being in the
SGA with the Lung Association
program in Iceman House to discover the students' wishes concerning the smoking policy and devise
an agreeable policy for the campus.
Kelli Holmes, President of the
Student Activities Board, will be
speaking about the campus reactions to Luce Residence HalL She
said that they will basically address
some of the feelings and concerns
expressed by students, such as
those in the first issue of The
Voice. Holmes also indicated that
David Dring, Vice President for
Student Affairs of the Student
Government Association, will be
speaking on leadership development here at the College, particularly the new LEAD program.
LEAD is an acronym for Leader
Education And Development This
program consists of ten people

chosen in an application and interview process to attend the National '
Collegiate Leadership Conference
and other special leadership training programs. There will also be
two workshops on campus this
year, the Current Leaders WorkFuture Leaders Semishop and-the

proper that we merge the two,"
said Banda. He also indicated that
there has been some faculty interest and support; Sister Margaret
Harig and Professor Vivian Holli-da- y
have both included some aspect of volunteerism into their
first-ye- ar

seminars.

smeier, the issue has come out of
the difficulties of the Kellogg's
boycott of last year.
The question is no longer of cereal, but why students are not on
the Board of Trustees, as they are
at Cornell University, or serving
on the Financial Advisory and
Tenure Committees. Toensmeier
has indicated that students need
more control over decisions that
are made at the College, "at least
have more of a voice." To furthur
investigate the matter, both SGA
and SPA have formed committees
to "explore current avenues of empowerment, which ones are not being utilised and why. How effective are our current meaiis of representation, and what kinds of chang-

Banda also said that they would
Another new program students like to target sophomores with
students
would like to start is the service this program. "First-yea- r
curriculum. Masankho Ban da, Vice have to adjust to college life, and
juniors and seniors have I.S. But
President of The Wooster Volunteer Network, explains that this is the sophomore seminar is the peran academic program that incorpo- fect vehicle for a service curriculum," he said.
rates volunteerism into the curricucolnew
He also indicated the practical
to
is
not
idea
lum. This
Great
fact,
the
aspect
in
campuses;
of this program is the exlege
and
perience
students could gain and
Lakes Colleges Association
the Michigan Campus Compact the exposure they would have to
have held joint meetings to discuss helping others on a more personal es can we reccommend."
The issue of campus security
the logistics of incorporating such level than just donating money.
will
Lane Toensmeier, member of
also be addressed at the meeta program and national organizaStuing.
tions, such as COOL ( Campus the General Assembley and
Action,
through
Disscussion in the question and
Peace
for
dents
)
League
Opportunities
Outreach
have been formed to support the and Amy Felix, Vice President of answer session will focus on these
Educational Affairs for the Student and other topics the Board of Trusformation of service curriculums.
Government Association, will be tees feel are prudent at this
in
much
as
learn
"Most students
speaking on the issue of student
volunteeracademics as they do in
According to Toen
empowerment
ing so we feel it is only right and
nar.

"

J
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Viewpoints
Maplethorpe cleared; score one for the good guys
PAULINE ACH
Voice Assistant Editor

Almost every day for the last
few weeks, I have been wearing a
pin that says "Robert Maplethorp the perfect moment to support the
arts." I have been wearing it to
'
show my support for the Contem- porary Arts Center in my hometown of Cincinnati.
Last Friday was the last day I
wore that pin. For those of you
who don't know, the Contemporary Arts Center (CAC) and their
director, Dennis Barrie, were
charged with pandering obscenities
because from April 7- - May 2, the
CAC showed an exhibit by the
late Robert Maplethorp called "The
Perfect Moment."
The Contemporary Arts Center
and Barrie were brought up on
charges of pandering obsenity and
child nudity.
On Friday, October 5, the jury
decided that the Contemportary
Arts Center and Barrie were not
guilty.
Score one for the good guys!! I
have had a number of people tell
me how ridiculous it is that the
case went to trial. "Cincinnati is
such a conservative city." in a
voice that seems to imply that art
(

museums don't get brought up on
charges of obsenity in other cities.
This is true. Never before has
an art gallery been taken to court.
The fact that the CAC was
brought up on charges and that
they fought the case is crucial. I
am glad that the case went to trial
and I am glad that it happened in
Cincinnati.
The issue didn't get swept under
the rug like it did in Washington.
D.C.. when the Corcran Gallery
bowed to pressure and didn't show
the exhibit.
The CAC would not and did
not bow to that type of pressure
and stood their ground. The Chair
of the Board resigned due to financial pressures from his company.

expression.
My dad is president of the board
of the CAC. In' the last six
months, he has spent a lot of time
giving interviews,
and sitting nervously in a courtroom. He and many other people
have given up their time and energy to fight for what they believe
in.
It would be nice if the whole
mess could have been avoided and
fund-raisin- g,

MINAttB'S CMSHEZ. I HEAR

seam a
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Other members of the board
worked long and hard at fighting
these charges. The support of the
people in the community was tremendous.
Robert Maplethorp
drew more people than any other
exhibit the center has ever shown.
Yes, Cincinnati can be conservative, but this past spring and summer. I realized that there are also
d
people in Cincinnati who are willing to stand up for
'
what they consider right In this
case, they were standing up for the
liberal-minde-

response to letter
Time to go out on a limb; the
Omegas are getting shafted by the
College administration and the
Greek Life Council. Here are the
general facts. A bunch of crude
jocks wrote a nasty letter about
their insidious sexual exploits, and
named names.'
That seems to be the main issue;
that they named names. And also,
that those names were on paper instead of the tip of their tongues.
You can talk all you want, but
don't put it into writing?
From all accounts, the Omega
letter was crude, lude. sexist and
just plain disgusting. They treated
women as sex objects and glorified
the killing of brain cells by intoxication. Oh my! You mean that
happens on this campus?
The way to deal with this backward thinking is not to cover it up

2--

infringed upon say so. If one person has the courage to say "That's
wrong" or "I disagree" then there
will probably be others that will
follow. Saying "I don't have time,
I have a paper to write" is just an
excuse. What will be your excuse
when someone threatens to censor
the content of what is in that

a mucHrnyRA I

cell block

Omegas getting shafted

MARC SMITH
Voice Alignments Editor

the Contemporary Arts Center
could have shown a collection of
photographs without any fuss.
However, then I wouldn't have
know how many people there are
in Cincinnati who still believe
that we should have the rights given to us by the constitution.
The trial also made me realize
that it is important to stand up for
what you believe in. When you
believe that your rights are being

The Wooster Voice

behind the doors of Judicial Board
and Dean's offices, but to hit it
straight on.
Put it all out in the open to let
the students develop informed
opinions on their own. Let' the
knowledge of what the Omegas did
serve as the punishment.
What grounds does the administration have for disciplinary action? Is it against the law to be
socially sexist and inept? Yeah, I
know they should know better, but
is stupidity really a punishable offense?

Last I beard. 2 Live Crew and

D iceman were protected by the

Constitution. An irony: those
people that would intellectually
justify one's freedom of expression, no maner how crude and sexist, are the ones asking for Omega
heads.
Oh yeah, freedom of expression;
see

Omegas:
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Inside Out

Letters to the Editor

&

Upside Down
William

Track destroyed by football players
the team to litter. Do the coaches
and the team expect someone to
come along and pick up after

Dear Editor,
I often run on the track. Every
Sunday night after home football
games I am amazed at the garbage
that the Woosier football team
leaves around their benches. Iam
embarrassed that the Wooster football team leaves their trash on the
ground for someone else to pick
up. I am also embarrassed by the
fact that the football coaches allow

not leave trash strewn around
benches when they are visiting at
another school. The trash does not
get picked up right after the game.
It stays there for the rest of the

them?
I have noticed that the visiting
team usually does not have a prob-

weekend.

lem getting their trash into the
trash can. Luckily they do not follow the example that the Wooster
team sets. I certainly hope that
the Wooster football team does

There is no explanation for the
behavior of the team, and the behavior of the coaches.
Thank you.
MELISSA SMITH

SPA fights terrorism in El Salavador
Eleven months ago, early in the
morning, thirty armed men ascended upon the university in San Salvador. Moving quickly, these

United

States-traine-

d

soldiers

rounded up six Jesuit' priests and
two housekeepers and murdered
one by one.
them, execution-stylThe killings sparked world outrage, but die. assassins have yet. to
6be brought to justice. The death
e,

squads continue unhindered.

K-

.

-'

The United States funds the EI
Savadoran military to the tune of
$1.5 million a day. The civil war
for which the money is used has
been going on for over ten years,
causing the deaths of 74,000 people.
Now, finally, the United States
Congress has before it an amendment which would decrease U.S.
military aid for the first time since

volved with this specific action,
professors were asked to sponsor

the killing began. The House of
Representatives has already acted
by approving a 50 cut; the Senate will have voted on such 'a
measure by today.
This is the reason Students for
Peace through Action set up Tent
Qty outside of Lowry Center over

teach-in- s.

The event was a success in terms

of the number of letters written
and the amount of awareness
gained by Tent City. This is the
only the beginning, however, of a
process towards peace in the Central America region. You can help
byatteridin$ SPA meetings every
Sunday .starting, at 5:30 pm in the
faculty lounge.
The Central America Committee
meets every Tuesday at noon in
Lowry. As Martin Luther King
stated, injustice is perpetuated not
only through the actions of those
who commit evil but also through
the silence and inaction of the

the weekend.

people
.An average of 20-2- 5
camped out each night to show
solidarity with those terrorized by
the ongoing brutality and savagery "
funded mostly by the United
States. Our primary purpose was
influencing the vote on cutting
military aid; to this end we managed letter writing tables which
generated over 75 letters, 25 postcards, and a petition signed by over
175 students, alumni and faculty.
To clarify some of the issues in
--

well-intention-

ed.

ROWLYBRUCKEN

Van Cleave

Acceptance of Difference:
Overcoming Heterosexism
and Homophobia
"The contemporary freedom struggles of blacks, women, and homoamong those groups, and indictsexuals are producing
ments of straight white males implicated in their oppression. This is
beginning to stir up reluctant straight white male consciousness."
Excerpt from StraightWhiteMale, edited by Glenn Bucher, previous
Dean of Faculty at Wooster
self-awarene- ss

Yesterday marked the nationwide "coming out" celebration; coming
out means admitting to lesbianism and homosexuality.
The term "admitting" (which usually refers to a crime), when used to
describe a person's homosexuality or lesbianism, accurately reflects the
social and political climate in which we live. To admit to homosexuality is to admit to a preference which traditional society condemns as
an abomination, upon which the dominant culture does not just frown,
but openly rejects and hates.
As a straight white male who is not societally confined by sex, color, or sexual preference, I have struggled with the one fear that is most
difficult for me to overcome: homophobia. I have long supported the
feminist claim that "the personal is political."
The overcoming of my own homophobia is therefore, in many
ways, a reaffirmation of my own feminist beliefs an uphill and liberating struggle.
Since discovering women's studies, I find it easier to accept others'
homosexuality and lesbianism and to confront many of my own fears
concerning these choices. Open homosexuality, indeed, poses a threat
to traditional hierarchies and family structures. Homosexuals and les
bians are not "normal."
Society, of course, has forced many of them into heterosexual marri
ages, into hiding their preferences from employers, from friends, from
family, into "normalcy." Society has, in effect, forced straightness
onto homosexuals and lesbians because their actual preferences are dan
gerous to straights in power.
I am often confronted with the phrase tolerance of others, what,
exactly, does this mean? Tolerance, in my eyes, is not enough. Tol
erance is not about friendship, concern, or love. Acceptance is.
The power structure which enables and enforces homophobia and
uhuviuiku
heterosexism is one wnicn aenies maiviauai prcierciiw
and individuality itself.
In my eyes, true revolutionary change begins with the individual.
Difficult to confront as this may be, the individual is you and me.
Recognize your own fears for what they are; accept the guilt that
comes with this recognition; overcome your own inhibitions and ac
cept those who are different from you.
This is not an easy task, but it is an important one, ana numaniry
ui-versi-

Some of Maplethorpe's work called offensive
I would like to commend
Terry Miller for writing and excellent rebuttal to Mr. Tkacz's allegation that all "offensive art" should
be trashed. Likewise. I fully agree
that art is a manifestation and expression of ideas, and the maintenance of the freedom to express
such ideas is an inalienable right
and should not be compromised for
any "higher ideals of universal morality."
Specifically referring to Robert
Maplethorpe, the exhibition of
seven of his works were prosecuted
in a court of law on the basis that
they constitute a public obscenity.
Of the seven pictures in question. I
believe the photographs which depict erotic expressions, using adult
models, have no basis for suppression by the authorities.
Photographs like Honey, how

humiliate this girl among her
girl with her legs spread peers. At a young age, most children are emotionally docile and
and her dress hiked up, thus exposvery protective about their 'private
ing her vagina, may transgress beparts' and such humiliation could
yond the realms of free public expression. The question I pose is have traumatic repercussions on
"did this young girl freely agree to the psychology of a growing child.
have her body exposed for public Has this young girl's innocence
exhibit?" Certainly her mother, been exploited by the art world?
acting as a legal proxy, agreed to The beauty of Maplethorpe's work
has always been the contrast bethe content of the photographs,
but as Terry Miller correctly noted, tween eroticism and the environ"Our bill of rights is based upon ment in which the subject is phothe premise that we can make tographed. Clearly, such a contrast
these decisions for ourselves." At is exhibited between the title,
the girl's age, she is certainly not Honey, which eludes sexual affeccapable of making decisions of tion and a young' girl who cannot
be constructed as sexual. Yet, the
such magnitude as posing naked.
ramifications
question
still comes back. to
the
exemplify
To
young
girl,
girl was wrongly deas
a
the
whether
nude
of posing
raison
girl's
d'ait.
the
one
for
picted
of
just imagine
photoa
such
bringing
classmates
CHUCK SCHREADER
graph into school in an attempt to

ever, which depicts a

pre-adolesc-

ent

--

demands

it
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Student activism methods questioned
ADAM GEARY
Voice Guest Writer

Last weekend SPA organized a
tent city in front of Lowry Center
to call attention to the crisis in El
Salvador. The organizers wanted
us. the students here at Wooster,
to join them in their tents out on
the lawn, bat they did not really
tell os why.
We learned through their flyer
that 4 out of the 8 soldiers who
shot the 6 Jesuit priests were
trained in the US., but there was .
no context in which to place this
incident.
So we were asked to risk a
coU(detrimental to a college
our backs on the ground
about which most
something
for
of us knew almost nothing.
This kind of uninformed call to
action disturbs me. There was no
move to educate students on the
violence and history of El Salvador, just a sheet of paper in our
bathroom stalls with a lot of liberal rhetoric meant to tug at our
hearts and fill us with guilt.
This sheet was followed by a.
piece of misinformation printed by
SPA on the Kelloggs boycott (the
campus vote and the issues surrounding its failure are a liule
more complex that what our bath
stu-dent)a- nd

room stalls would have us bebcru
The realities do not hurt SPA's
push, though; actually I think they
strengthen it)
Earlier last week the US. Marines were recruiting on campus.
On my stop in Lowry between
lunch in Kitteridge and my 1:00
class I saw that there were a couple
of people with signs opposing the
Marines recruitment. .but the signs
I saw did not say why.
(1 hope it was because the marines discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation, and the College
now has sexual orientation in its
nondiscriminatory clause.)
The frustration t feel with these
three issues (and others like them)
is that though I am of the same
mind as the people speaking out, I
am really disturbed at the means
that they are employing to make
their statements.

Moralistic pleas intended to

n

fly in the face of most governmental policy.

Intelligent people concerned
about issues of justice and peace
can make responsible decisions if

.

they have the proper information.
But we are also students with
lots to do and involved in many
activities, so sometimes we have
to rely on others to provide us
with the information that we need
to make good decisions.
Once we have some information,
we will be able to come together
and act as a concerned, informed
communitynot as a group motivated out of a vague notion of being "politically correct"(another elitist term mat really has no meaning yet continues to undermine the
efforts of the progressive movement by buying into the mind-sof the establishment that some ideas are inherently right).
I think "progressive" means
more than trying to change which
ideas determine policies. Rather it
is gaining a greater understanding
of how ideas shape culture and
creating ways to live together in a
global community which supports
and encourages the differences we
have, while cherishing our crazy
humanity on this crazy zoo hurtling through' space that we- - call

I

hear

the

cries

of

"Victimization. .Victimization!"
emanating from members of certain groups on campus. Who are
the victims? The women named
in the letters? The campus as a
whole?

Well, suppose that the women
were consenting participants in
this low budget pomogrpahic extravaganza. Suppose that they regretted their actions after they recovered from their hangovers.
Suppose they didn't.
Actually, you can suppose any
thing you want because the school
refuses to openly discuss the content of that letter, nor the ensuing
actions taken by the administration. So we, the campus community, can trust their judgement, not

;

So the need for silence is to protect those people named, so they
won't get hurt. But there has been
no mention of sexual assault.
Hey, if you can't play with the
big dogs, stay on the porch. Everyone involved was old enough to
get busy, they should be old
enough to face the consequences.
Sure, maybe a written rendition
of the experience wasn't expected,
buy you better know who you are
getting nasty with before you drop
'em. Chalk it up as a learning experience.

But that isn't even the issue.
Who cares who those women
were? The issue is whether or not
they were consenting.
You can look at the legal definitions of defamation of character,
but most of us know that if something is true, it cant be defamation
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Quality

Whatever the Omegas did with
those women has not been portrayed as untrue, therefore, why are
they getting in trouble with the administration for bad and tasteless
prose? Let these cheieftains sink .
or swim on their own.
The College administration is
trying to make a value judgment
for the students. They are saying
that we as students should be told
that someone has done something
will
bad, and the closed
us.
for
it
take care of
The school has no jurisdiction
on the legislation of morality,,
class and tact. Wouldn't this issue
be better addressed and dealt with .
'
in the open, rather than hiding it
behind the cloak of the
People act as old as they are
treated, so let's break a liitle precedent and try to trust the maturity
of most COW students. We can
handle it.
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arouse guilt and make os want to
cry for reasons we don't understand
really make me nervous because
they are too easy (take for example,
T.V. preacher freak and Ronald
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Why not provide some extremely accessible document information? .Government documents
colare a pain, but the information
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Arts
Tales of Lost Formicians opens with noteworthy performances
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Voice Play Reviewer

Tales of the Lost Formicems, a
part of the 1990 Forum series,
opened last night to an audience of
1 12. The two hour, thirty minute
play is a delightful combination of
comedy, satire and drama which
examines our daily lives from a
different and unusual perspective.
The play is a series of presentations by a group of aliens of the
now extinct "Formican" species
(otherwise known as earthlings).

These episodes focus on the
foibles and idiosyncrasies of human beings, such as our
obses-sivene-

ss

with such things as teleWheel of For(especially
vision
relationships,
tune),
four-lettand the
male-fema-

le

er

T-wor-

Figge, who has many of the funny
lines in the play, shows us the
tragedy behind the humor found in
much of Jim's behavior.
Other noteworthy performances
include that of Chris Strompolos,
who brilliantly plays the comedic
alien narrator in addition to numerous small roles ranging from a
trucker to a teleis marvePfeffinger
phone. Eric
lous as the nerdy neighbor who
lusts after Cathy and is obsessed
with presidential assassinations,
and Cathy Taylor shines as Cathy's friend Judy, also divorced,
who has a desire to blow torch her
ex's corvette.
The scene design appropriately
creates a futuristic mood, with
black and silver gridding and mov- -

These presentations also depict
the various trials and challenges
that humans must face during life.
The aliens show us selected scenes
from the life of the McKissick
family. Cathy, recently divorced,
moves back home to discover her
father, Jim, suffering from a disease resembling Alzheimer's. In
addition to having to deal with her
father's condition, Cathy must also
cope with her confused teenage
son, Eric, who eventually leaves
home to go live with his father.
The ensemble cast works together wonderfully, with an exceptional performance by Richard Figge,
who plays Jim. His portrayal of a
construction foreman' whose mind
slowly deteriorates due to his disease is believable and moving.

foul-mouth-

ed

,

ing panels. "Earthling" artifacts
fill the stage and include chairs
hanging from the walls
and ceilings, one half of an orange
VW Bug (with working tail
lights), and a futuristic totem pole
structure consisting of old (but
working) televisions and radios.
Except for an occasional slow
lighting cue and some dark spaces
on the stage which cast shadows
on the actors, the technical execution appeared to flow smoothly.
The costumes and make-u- p were
creatively designed, although the
gray of the older characters' hair
was coming off by the middle of
(sit-upon-

s)

the second

.

mingled with actual scenes where
the aliens appear as themselves,
wearing white lab coats and dark
sunglasses. Due to the randomness of the episodes, the plot can
be tricky to follow, but is never
impossible to understand. Furthermore, confusing references are
usually clarified later on as the
..'
show progresses.
Formicans is an enjoyable,

well-produc-

ed

play which forces us to
take a second look at ourselves and
our actions, in order that we do not
lose touch with our own lives and
become alien to ourselves. The
show runs through Saturday, and
then returns for Parents' Weekend
with two more shows on Friday,
October 26 and Saturday, October
27.

act

The play is structured in a series
of flashbacks and repetitions of aliens' presentations, which are inter

d."

t Caitet Cftfts jj

Nikolopoulou wants to be
"participant and knower
trigued by the audience more so
than the play itself. I began to
Voice News Editor
question the meaning of the perforThose of you who frequent mance as a whole."
It was from this professional actFreedlander Theatre and Wishart
Hall may have noticed a new face ing experience that Nikolopoulou
theaamidst the balls. This face is that became motivated to pursue
theatre
on
emphasis
with
arts
tre
the
of Anastasia Nikolopoulou,
and
theatre department's new professor. history and dramatic theory
that
feel
to
wanted
She
criticism.
Nikolopoulou was born and
she could step outside of a perforraised in Athens, Greece. She began her undergraduate studies at mance and be both "a participant
Katsell's Drama College, which
offered a three year program. She
later went on to study mime in
Paris at the Jacques Lecoq School
of Mime, and attended many seminars on acting and directing in
KRISTIN FLACHSBART

V

London.

She later came to the United
States and completed a BA in
Theatre Arts at the University of
California at Santa Barbara. She
received her masters and PhD at
Cornell University.
While in Greece, Nikolopoulou
had the chance to work in the state
and publicly subsidized theatres,
including the Armathespidos and
the Desmoi. There she had the opportunity to perform a wide range
of roles from classical Greek to
nineteenth and twentieth century
Greek and European genre. Nikolopoulou found her experience there
very enriching. "While on stage, I
was finding myself highly in

''

'

'
...

t

-

-

Anastasia Nikolopoulou

forced to decide on a favorite play,
she, after must deliberation, chooses Antigone.
Nikolopoulou ranks traveling as
her favorite pastime, and her travels include visits to many of the
Greek islands, most of the western
European countries, and California. In addition, she has driven
across areas of the United States.
She plans on her next large-scal- e
trip being to Japan. Besides traveling, Nikolopoulou enjoys abstract painting in watercolors and
pencil, for which she hopes to find
time to continue. Much of her
spare time is currently being dedistudy on the
h
cated to a
popularity of nineteenth century
English Gothic melodrama.
This spring, she will be directing the theatre department's pro- duction of Tartuffe. Moliere happens to be one of her favorite playwrights, and feels that his works
are very theatrical and colorful.
According to her, one can feel the
echo of the popular marketplace in
Moliere's plays.
Nikolopoulou is currently
ing two sections of Acting I, History of Theatre, and Dramatic Theory and Criticism. In addition to
.direction Tartuffe, she will be
teaching some advanced seminars
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G (0) mm n im g
we raise our voices we're

Because Gay men and Lesbians

are

flaunting ourselves and if
we enjoy sex we're perverts
and if we have AIDS it's
our fault and if we
march
with pride we're recruiting
children and if we stand np
for our rights we're overstepping our boundaries and

discriminated

against in housing and employment and because
bow we act is more important than who we 'are and if
we get harassed it's our
problem and if we jet attacked we provoked it and if

From my window
Silence is tempting. I can escape behind the draperies. I can let
the assumptions define me, hide
me. in every situation and with
anyone I meet.
That is one reason why "coming
out" is never over. And assumptions, especially those of absolute
heterosexuality. tend to deaden the
tongues of those who would defy
them. For lesbians and gays,
speaking becomes an act of survival, a self performed CPR.
But even survival proves difficult. Advertisements tell me I do
not exist. The movies and television and radio and theater and the
acclaimed literature rarely speak to
my life.
If they address same-se- x relationships, it is often only to slam the
whole notion in passing. Particularly sad is that many gays and lesbians are indeed posing, perform -

self-conce-

--

especially

those of absolute heterosex-uality,ten- d
to deaden the
tongnes of those who would
defy them."
ing, writing, reviewing, watching,
and reading all around me.
culHowever, this homo-hatin- g
ture refuses us all honest expression, even denouncing those who
dare interpret some art or image as
possibly relevant to gay and lesbian experiences.
The fight for life and legitimacy

pt,

nt

self-estee- m,

(

"...assumptions,

in these arenas is and must be constant. Hatreds I confront here are
recurrent and, thus, predictable.
Less predictable are the sudden
incidents of hate that threaten not
only violation of my mind and
but also injury to my
body. In a convenience store the
other day. I was walking towards
the checkout counter. A heavy-se- t
male customer I had not previously noticed mumbled as he passed.
"Die, fag!"
t This stress and this endanger-meare also a part of my life.
And we are all susceptible. Having created demeaning categories,
we cannot control who will be
brutalized based on biased perceptions. Since none of us wears armor, since we do not have teflon
coats on our
the damage to me, you, and our society
too are long term.
From my window I know I am
conspicuous and vulnerable. But
also I can see a world that spreads
around me, a world of possibilities
if we can dismantle the hatred. I
see the history of this struggle
against harassment. But also I see
hope and appreciation somewhere
over the horizon, if we are willing
to work toward them.
I am disclosing my difference
for you and for myself.
Hans Johnson

because we are forced to
constantly question our own
worth as human beings and-i- f
we don't have a relationship with a person of the
opposite sex we haven't
given it a chance and if we
have a relationship with a

15)90
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person of the same sex it is
not recognized and we are
told onr love is not "real"
and if we come out of the
.

closet

we're

just

going

through a phase and because
Lesbian and Gay herhistory
is virtually absent from lit

erature and because

homo-

phobia is sanctioned by the

Supreme Court and...for
lots and lots of other rea-

sons, I am part of the

bianGay liberation

Les-

move-

ment.
author unknown

I celebrate this day

Contrary to popular gaylesbian
is not a
mythology, "coming-out- "
celebration. Who would ever celebrate the giving up of societal approval and affirmation? Why are
we celebrating the loss of heterosexual privilege and assimilation?
I dare to say that anyone in the
must not
process of "coming-out- "'
understand the consequences that
are sure to follow. Let's face it:
The best of both worlds ought to
be remaining closeted and still carrying on with our sexual choices.
By doing such, benefits are guaran
teed and no one will assault us because of our queemess. Or so we
would like to believe.
The above statements are reflec
They
tions of my cynicism.
They
correct.
politically
aren't
I
But
aren't written in stone.
claim the statements as my own
and I understand that I am responsible for them.
Life without violence too often
equates with life without affirma
tion.
This is why I cannot remain clo
seted all the while benefiting from
heterosexual privilege. I may find
safety through heterosexual privi
lege, but I will never find affirmation or a sense of
This is why I. and others like me.
come out.?
I still joke with my friends that
Day for
everyday is Coming-Ou- t
self-wort- h.

me.

I wake up in the morning, look
into the mirror, and remind myself
how splendid it is being a lesbian.
This is a process I have been going through for four years. I lie to

"and when we speak we
are afraid
onr words will not be
beard

nor welcomed
but when we are silent
we are still afraid
so it is better to speak
remembering
we were never meant to

survive"

- from "Litany for Survival" by Andre Lorde

myself a lot.
But what this does is it forces
me to have a reality check. I do
these affirmations because I am
terribly afraid of becoming invisible. Queers tend to feel invisible
instead of alive. So, when we
wear our pink triangles, when we
walk down the street arm in arm,
please understand that we do this
so we can believe in who we are
and what we stand for. We do not
do these things for your amusement or sadistic pleasure.
I've said this already: Coming-ois not a celebration. That's
what rd like everyone to under
ut

stand. I didn't preplan mine and
hang up posters at my high
school. Nor did I send invitations
to family and friends.
We who are both public and political with our personal lives and
our sexual choices suffer because
of our openness. We lose valuable
relationships with family and
friends. We lose jobs. We get
kicked out of our homes and
schools. We are acceptable targets
of violence and misunderstanding.
We are threatened not only from
those outside of our community,
but from those within our community. We live daily understanding
that no place is safe and that we
are in constant danger of having
our rights and lives taken away
"from us.
Frankly, I celebrate this day because I am alive to do so. I celebrate this day knowing full well
that my openness has not yet led
to poverty, homelessness. unemployment, violence, and death, but
that it might at any given time and
place. I celebrate this day with
others who are forced to live this
lifestyle to whatever degree and for
whatever reason. Lastly, I celebrate hoping I can live my life
with some amount of honesty and
care to myself and my community.
Jennifer Balbo

My friends have been pretty cool about my being gay
ships into question.
By and large, the experience of
coming
out has been a positive
as
my
difference
school, (noticing
me.
Almost everyone who
one
for
I
early as age six), didn't come out
has
been open, honest,
told
I've
until the 15th September 1988,
accepting.
during my first semester here at and
I really have to say that my
Wooster.
And ever since then, in the friends here at Wooster are very
words of Jerry Garcia, "It's been a cool about my being gay. This
This acsort of surprises me when I see the
long strange trip."
knowledgement of self has had an
broad range of people that I know
impact upon nearly every facet of and with whom I am friends.
I have really progressive, politimy person, because by claiming
my sexuality I had to call many of cal friends, I have friends who are
totally apolitical or Donactrve, and
my beliefs, arritndn. and relation
Though I had known that I was

gay even before junior high

still I have friends who are members of clubs and sections --not that
the these groups are mutually ex- -

"I love, am confident and
respect who and what I am.
elusive or that one group would be
more receptive than another, but I
guess I'm saying that it just goes
to show that no matter what kind
of social brackets in which we
place people, they are first and
foremost individuals who can,
when they choose, think as indi

viduals rather than opt for the great importance in my life right
now, so I don't feel the need to
cloud of collective ignorance.
my
I
mother
came
out
to
I
share this with them. I'm sure I
When
was expecting this really dramatic will though in due time.
I've found that there are definitemaelstrom of emotion. But she
She said, ly assets and liabilities to coming
really surprised me.
"You're still ray baby, and no mat- ou-t- In the interest of time and
space I couldn't begin to cover all
ter what you do or who you become, HI always love you." Ya of them, but two which I have
gotta love a mother lie that. I re- found particularly important are
alize though that not every parent the asset of being honest with myis as receptive. My mom may be self and the liability of having to
an exception to the rule. I haven't constantly live in this society as
come out to any of the rest of my
see Miller: page 11
family, but they're really of no
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the clmet- day
-

What makes it difficult to come
oat of the closet?
I think one aspect is definitely a
fear of rejection. I grew op watch-

When You Meet Gay and Lesbian People:
Hints for the Heterosexual

feelings of attraction and love
the ones that come naturally to
me. Few people realize the affirthat?"
mation and satisfaction that comes
ing other people's violent feelings
I find it shameful that a young in talking to others when you can
of repulsion towards gay people. person's initial exposures to "gay say to yourself, " really underAt the same time, I was coming to life" are so often in its darkest corstand what is being expressed here"
realize it was me they were talking ners: bars, pornography, prostituand " am finally being underabout, and was also afraid that no tion, and fast, anonymous sex. stood."
one else in the world could underThese things are scary.
I would like to conclude with a
stand my feelings or sympathize
These are parts of what's difficult plug for Lambda Wooster.
I
with my position. I felt that if I about coming ouL There are also would like to thank my fellow
came out, I would be rejected by wonderful things about iL For exmembers for the affirmation and
everyone I knew, and then never ample, it's relieving. I felt pretty encouragement they provide and I
find anyone to accept me. I felt sheepish to realize that in this day encourage anyone gay or bisexual
alone, and felt ashamed both for and age. most people don't have to take advantage' of the same by
being alone and for being different.
coming to a meeting or talking to
time to deal with their own feelComing to terms with being ings and relationships, let alone a Lambda member individually.
gay, let alone coming out, can be worry about mine. I read the grafEveryone must understand the difvery confusing. I reached a point fiti, I hear the "fag" jokes but I ference between coming out to
of at least recognizing what my feel little threat of being attacked someone and coming on to someown feelings were, but found my or verbally abused. I don't imagone, but with that said, we are a
first examples of "gay life rather ine anyone would waste their time. source of knowledge, experience,
intimidating. I could find no role
and support for you.
models for the person I wanted to
Erich V. Buckheit
It is wonderful to finally be able
be, and found myself looking at to admit, experience, and express
people who embodied gay stereotypes and asking myself, "if I'm
gay. does it mean I have to be like

HETEROSEXUAL QUESTIONN.IRE- What if everything were reversed

.

;

,

A
,

What do you think caused your heterosexuality?
2. When and how did you decide you were a heterosexual?
3. Is it possible that your heterosexuality is just a phase that you
may grow out of?
4. Is it possible that your heterosexuality stems from a neurotic fear
of others of the same sex?
5. If you have never slept with a person of the same sex, is it possi
ble that all you need is a good gay lover?
Do your parents know that you are straight? Do you friends and
or your roommates know?
Why do you insist on flaunting your heterosexuality? Cant you
just be who you are and keep it quiet?
8. Why do heterosexuals place so much emDhasis on sex?.
Why do heterosexuals feel so compelled to introduce others to
their lifestyle?
10. A disproportionate majority of child molesters are heterosexual.
Do you consider it safe to expose children to heterosexual teachers?
1 1. Just what do men and women do in bed together? How can they
truly know how to please each other, being so anatomically different?
12. With all the societal support marriage receives, the divorce rate is
spiraling. Why arc there so few stable relationships between hetero
1.

sexuals?
13. Statistics show that lesbians have the lowest incidence

of sexually
transmitted disease. Is it really safe for a woman to maintain a hetero
sexual lifestyle and run the risk of disease and pregnancy?
4. How can you expect to become a whole person if you limit your
self to compulsive, exclusive heterosexuality?
5. Considering the menace of overpopulation, how could the human
race survive if everyone were heterosexual?
6. Could you trust a heterosexual therapist to be objective? Don't
you feel that (s)he might be inclined to influence you in the direction
of hisher own orientation?
7. There seem to be very few happy heterosexuals. Techniques have
been developed mat might enable you to change if you really want to.
Have you ever considered aversion therapy?
8. Would you want your child to be heterosexual, knowing the prob
lems (s)he would face?

1. Po not run screaming from the room. This is rude.
2. If you must back away, do so slowly and with discretion.
3. Do not assume they are attracted to you.
4. Do not assume they are not attracted to you.
5. Do not expect mem to be as excited about meeting a
heterosexual as you may be about meeting a gay person-th- ey
were probably raised with heterosexuals.
Do not immediately start talking about your boyfriendgirlfriend
or husbandwife in order to make it clear that you are heterosex
ual they probably already know.
Do not ask them how they got that way. Instead ask yourself
how you got the way you are.
8. Do not assume they are dying to talk about being gay.
9. Do not expect them to refrain from talking about being gay.
10. Do not trivialize their experience by assuming it is a bedroom
issue only. They are gay 24 hours a day.
11. Do not assume they want to be treated like the opposite sex.
12. If you are tempted to tell them they are taking the easy way
out, don't.
.

by Michael Hirsch and the Oberlin College LesbianGayBisexual
'
Union

message for heterosexuals

"Pardon me for livin'
But this is my world too
I can't help what's cool to us
Might be strange to you...
-- .The problem with you and your
kind
Is you don't know love is there
Prince, "New Power Generation"

-

of physical and verbal abuse keep
most homosexuals here silent A
general feeling of "Who cares
about them?" exists and is perpetuated by student and personal apathy
regarding this issue. You may
even be contributing to this problem through your actions and
words.

When I first learned that the
Voice was preparing a spread for
National Coming Out Day, I was
excited. I signed up to do an article. But then I thought about the
response it would probably get
Some people on our campus
would make snide comments to
their friends and throw this section
of the paper in the trash. Others
would hurriedly turn the page
without reading it so nobody could
see them looking at this and think
that they were one of "those people." But gladly, there are some,
like you, who are reading my article out of some interest whether
personal, intellectual, or out of curiosity.
Gays, lesbians, and bisexuals
have historically had a rough life
in America.
The College of
Wooster is certainly no exception.
Far from being a safe place, this
campus is extremely threatening.
The violent hatred of homosexuals
by heterosexual men and women is
alive and strong. Sexual slurs and
acts against us go unnoticed and
accepted by most people. Threats

After a heterosexual

comes to a Lambda meeting, the
first thing he or she usually says
is "I didn't know I was hurting
other people." I realize most people are ignorant about the emotional and physical effects their ac- i

"Homophobia is defined as
an irrational fear of homo- -'

sexnals."
lions and. comments have on the
gaylesbianbisexual community.
My main goal in writing this article is to voice a few things you
can do to make Wooster safer for
all minorities.
1. Homophobia is defined as an
irrational fear of homosexuals.
Homohatred is different, but both
are usually linked. The only way
to destroy mem is through education and understanding. Heterosexuals need to know that gays and
lesbians feel love the same way
they do.
2. Don't let others tell you what
you win think about homosexuality. Open your mind and come to

your own conclusions. After you
get the facts, after you realize that
homosexuality is not a sin in the
Bible and only made to look that
way through manipulative religious leaders, can you still feel any
homophobia or homohatred?
3. The most common form of
homophobia on campus is in the
form of words. FAG and DYKE
are terms of hatred. If you use
g
or as exclathem in
mations, even against heterosexuals, you are advocating suppression and prejudice. FAG comes
from FAGGOT, which is a term
for a bundle of sticks that is burnt.
In the past, homosexuals were
burnt at the stake by the Church
and the government. They became
known as FAGGOTS, or that
which is meant to be burnt The
term DYKE is thrust upon lesbians who exhibit supposedly
"male" characteristics. They are
BUTCH because they are like
men, not that they don't like men.
This is threatening usually to heterosexuals and is ridiculed.
4. Many people incorrectly use
the words "sexual preference" over
"sexual orientation." Homosexuality is not a choice, so how could
it be a "preference?" Who would
choose to be as discriminated
against as gays and lesbians are?
Here is another way to correct your
see Devore: page 11
name-callin-

i
,
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Coming out of the closet day in Wooster
ceptions of other people went
through a change as welL I began

the respect that it has given me
the license to reject and to claim
to see positive role models, historthose social conventions which I
an "other" or an outsider.
find applicable to my life.
Nothing has given me greater ical precedence, and the reaffirmathose
my
I
I
in
life.
valued
tion
of
I have renounced the idea of the
'personal satisfaction than being
person
for
am
healthier
a
much
family and opted for a difnuclear
exable to openly and honestly
definition
of family. Howferent
having "come out of the closet"
press myself as an individual.
the heterosexever,
retained
I have
When I was in junior high and
Coming out is a process that I
ual institution of monogamy
in high school I had this blanket face every day. With each situat,
guilt, and anxiety tion that presents itself, I have the marriage as a convention which I
of
due to being tied up by social conchoice of making it known that I ; hold in high importance.
In my future, I also want to rear
straints and a great moral dilemma am gay.
which was imposed upon me. I
I have the liberty to speak out in a child with my lover, or as a sinwas in the dark recesses of my defense of myself, if I so. choose gle gay male. Just because the noown proverbial closet
(and almost always do). This is tion of family has traditionally
I couldn't speak out against exhausting at times. But believe
a mother and father doesn't
someone who hurt, humiliated,, or me, it is well worth the peace and not mean that it must be excluoffended me. I had to take the solitude that being out affords me.
I realize that
sively this way.
chiding in the locker room without
The one liability which I find this may be difficult given the bias
issue, avoid school dances and hardest to live with is the notion against such an arrangement, I am
homecoming by conveniently that I am an outsider in this socienevertheless committed to fulfill"being out of town," wear the ty. I am not part of the structure ing my desire to be a parent
shame of being a "tag," and listen which has been built around the
These are but a couple of the
to teachers refer to only heterosexheterosexual "norm."- - Because I ways in which I have been afforded
ual relationships and heterosexual am acutely sensitive to the excluthe opportunity to construct my
history and try to relate them to sion and subjugation of me and own life after having "come out"
my personal experience.
others like me, I am always preocIn closing, I would say that deI was completely disenfranchised
I am al- spite the problems associated with
cupied with change.
as a gay individual. I had no voice ways seeing how things could be my coming out, I would never
and no vocabulary with which- to better. It's frustrating, exhausting, consider not doing it My desire
articulate my situation. And even and defeating to try to change a for personal solitude and my freeif I could, in that environment system that has established itself dom of choice are much too strong
firmly s "the only way."
who would listen?
to be barricaded by a closet door.
Then, I came out. A great deal
But I know that if I want to be
I love, am confident, and respect
changed in my life. I had shunned safe, secure, and accepted in this who and what I am and that's a .
the blanket of guilt by learning to society, then this is a burden that I weapon of
that no
win carry..
be proud of who and what I am.
one can take away from me.
My self image was much im
On the other hand, this sense of
Terry Miller
proved, and consequently, my per otherness has also been a boon in
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

self-doub-

in-inclu-

ded

--

--

--

-

--

--

self-preservati-

Speak your mind:

means of protest against

on

tions dealing with the problems of
gay and lesbian rights on campus
use of terms.
such as Lambda Wooster and
5. There are still states in which Wooster Volunteer Network. Hohomosexuality (listed under sodomosexuals and heterosexuals are
my, or unnatural sexual practices) welcome in both organizations,
is still illegal. What can you do and since the gay and lesbian com- -'
to have such
and discrim unity encompasses all other miminatory laws revoked? Activists norities, every diversity group can
can join movements that are probwork together toward the accepably underway in their state to do tance and rights of all.
just that Everyone can find out
Without effort, heterosexuals
which lawmakers support these cannot imagine what members of
laws and not vote for them.
the gaylesbianbisexual communi6. Educate yourself! Many, ty go through on a daily basis: the
many historical and current leaders humiliation of being singled out
and famous people were or are hoin crowds and avoided, the fear of
mosexuals. There are too many to being assaulted or bashed while
name here, but a silent but strongwalking alone at nighty the feeling
ly diverse culture has been cultithat they are bad or worthless, or
vated throughout history. Check the air of mistrust society as a
out some books and magazines in whole displays. One out of every
"..there is a group of hu- three homosexuals attempts suiman beings who suffer cide before the age of 18. I have
needlessly on this
had friends who have done just
pity; them.
that and I don't want to have any
more. I personally ask you, a
community,
our library (The fifth floor is a mostly heterosexual
that
Understand
understand.
just
to
good place. See the Card Catalogue). Ask professors how many there is a group of human beings
people ygu learn about in your who suffer needlessly on this camclasses are gay or lesbian. If as a pus and in the world. Don't pity
heterosexual you begin to under- them. Respect them. Value
stand homosexual culture, you them. And most of all, let them
may find that some of your past know that you support them in
their struggle.
thinking has been clouded by hoGaryDevore
mophobia.
7. Work with campus organiza
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9
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Do you think that Tent City was an effective
US military aid to El Salavador?

(Quotes taken by Pauline Ach and photos by Mike Pepper.)

i

"V"

V

V

i

TVS

t

f
I think it made students more
aware of the situation. I noticed
that the tents were up. They were
hard to ignore.
KimNiezgoda
sophomore

'A

-

It seems like a lot of people on
"I feel that Tent city did notify
the campus that we were involved campus just went walking by and
in El Salvador but failed to explain didn't really pay attention it it It
what we were doing or what we looked like they were enjoying
should change. The publicity of it themselves. I don't know how
was not good and it did not make many petitions they got signed.
much of an impression on me." Hopefully, they were successful.
Jim Roelof
JayColgan
sophomore
senior -

Yes, it is effective. It is a symbolic action. It made students aware of
the situation in El Salvador. However, as someone from Honduras, I
think Americans still need to expand their concern beyond U.S.
boundaries.
Lorenzo E. Navarro

junior

7
I don't think it was effective because it happened over homecoming weekend and homecoming presided over Tent City.
Bob Graves
senior
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Sports
Women's Cross Country

Fnnthatl

Allegheny tops Wooster

38-1-

Team places second in
Kenyon Invitational

for Homecoming

4

JOHN MORROW

SHADE WHITESEL

Voice Sports Writer

Voice Sports Writer

The Fighting Scots lost last Saturday's game to Allegheny College
'
38-1- 4.
To the dismay of the Wooster
Homecoming crowd, the Allegh-

eny Gators scored

thirty-fiv- e

."--

points before the Scots scored their
two touchdowns in the fourth quarter.
The Scots were unable to move
the ball effectively in the first
three quarters. The Scots covert-e- d
only one of their eleven third
down conversions in the first three
Wooster coach Bob
quarters.
Tucker said, "We didn't convert our
third downs. We didn't have the
ball long enough to get anything
Wooster eventually
going."
found its groove in the fourth quarter and began to move the ball effectively.
Wooster's first score came on a
39 yard drive that was capped off,
by a John Ramsier ten yard pass to
wide receiver Phil Puryear.
The second touchdown was the
result of a 77 yard drive that ended
with a thirteen yard run by first-yerunning back Abdul Rash id.
Wooster's difficult schedule has
taken its toll on the Scots. The
teams that Wooster has lost to this
season have a combined record of'
1.
Such a difficult schedule has put the Scots in a very unwanted position.
The Scots are last in scoring offense and total offense in the
NCAC. The Scots average 8.8
points and 188.4 yards per game
respectively.
Defensively, the Scots are last in
scoring defense and total defense.
The Scots allow an average of
34.6 points a game and 431.4
yards per game.
The Scots travel to Oberlin this

The women's cross country team
trounced their conference rivals at
the Kenyon Invitational last Saturday, October 6.
Second only to Cedarville (62
points), the Scots scored 74 points
ahead of Ohio Wesleyan (82), Kenyon (84), Oberlin (124), Denison
(159). Muskingum (185). Wittenberg (217), and Case Western Reserve (240).
"I am really pleased with the
way we performed," commented
Coach Dennis Rice. "Three years
ago we could not have done the
workouts we did this week and
still come back and race the way
we did on Saturday." The women
went into Kenyon's race tired from
training hard for this Friday's very
important meet
Individually, Karen Aeberli led
the Scots by running a solid, pro- -.
.'fessional race to finish sixth in
'19:49. Her teammate Beth Blake?
.more, who ran her best race yet
this season, placed right behind in
19:50 and seventh place. In 12th

,

--

,

v

.

V

I

..- -

Whitney McGoodwin

20:37.

scored fifth for the team as she finished 40th with a time of 22:55
while Shade Whitesel finished 41st
and 20:56.
Nettie Link, who overcame
some barriers in the past week's
training and in the race itself,
rounded out Wooster's top seven
with her place of 53rd in 23:36.

Also of note were Jenny
McCreight's and Amy Bacik's
competitive efforts.
"Teamwise, we still need to
close the gap between our fourth
and fifth runners,", said Rice.
"Several runners need to move up
to make us fully competitive at
the . conference meet in three
weeks."
For right now. the Scots are
Invishooting for today's
tational at Ohio Wesleyan." Every
school in Ohio, Divisions I
through m, will be there.
All-Oh- io

Field hockey

ar

18-1--

position with another strong, con-s- is
tant effort, Susan Louis came
across the line in 20:14.
Anna Scherzer, who keeps improving every race, placed 17th in

.

.

John Marcinek plows through Allegheny defenders
Homecoming loss,

33-1-

4.

in

Saturday's

(Photo by Mka Peppor.)

weekend to play the Oberlin Yeomen.
The Yeomen's only win came in
their season opener against ThieL
Since then, Oberlin has lost four
straight games.
The Yeomen have some very
good offensive players! Their
quarterback and receivers are good,
but their running back Tyrone Reynolds is capable of breaking some
big plays.
The Yeomen defense is not as
threatening, allowing an average of
29.2 points per game.

The Scots hope to exploit this
weakness and score some points
against Oberlin.

Wooster will run the same
gam ep lan against Oberlin, but the
Scots must execute it well for
them to win.
The Scots must convert on third
downs and not make any careless .
Coach Tucker said,
mistakes.
"We have shown some good signs
in our first couple of games. This
game will be a challenge and op-- J
portunity for us to get it together."

Scots suffer loss in overtime,

2-- 1

LISA WALSH

The team's overall record going
into this week is
and a
conference mark. First-yestuAfter a winning streak of four dent Lisa Ostermueller leads the
games, the Lady Scots field hockteam in scoring with four goals.
ey team was beaten this weekend
Keeping a close pace behind her
by Wittenberg.
is junior Clara Mitchell with three
goals, and senior Kaihy Osta with
The final score was 2 in double overtime with Wooster's only two goals. Sophomore Tammy
goal being scored by senior Ann Barnes has two goals and four as'
Guinane.
sists.
Although Wooster surpassed
Senior goalkeeper Pam Metz has
Wittenberg with shots inside the made 173. saves in goal for a .901
circle and penalty corners, Witten- pcL
berg managed to get the edge on
This weekend the Lady Scots
goalkeeper saves and shots outside will travel to Indiana where they
the circle.
will play Earlhara College.
Voice Spore Writer

3-6- -1,

3-3-

-1

ar

1--

Volleyball

Wooster evens NCAC record of
--

ANNSCHMTTZ
Voice Spore Writer

The Lady Scots Volleyball team

Wooster shot out to an early 2
lead taking full advantage of Kenyon's sloppy game.
The Lady Scots appeared to have
it all together, with all the excite7--

played possibly two of their
strongest matches this season

ment and momentum behind

when the faced off against Kenyon
and Case Western Reserve. '
Playing against Kenyon in its
first NCAC match of the year.

them, taking the win 15-Temple lead the way in
kills racking up five during the
game to put her at over 100 kills
5.

Ger-mai- ne

1--

1

with win over Case Reserve

for the season.
A yellow card delay of game issued in the second game proved to
be a major
for Wooster.
Kenyon took advantage, capturing the win 15-In the third
game the Lady Scots took an early
2-lead. Kenyon fought back to
take a 3 advantage. Wooster's
set-ba-

ck

4.

0

9--

defense came back to hold Kenyon
while the offense took charge to
make it 10--9 under some excellent
serving.
Kenyon, however, seemed to find
that little extra to take the final
game 0 to win the match.
In the second match, against
Case Western Reserve University,
15-1-

Wooster jumped out to an early 6--1
lead and slowly improved it to
10-- 2
then ..
Toward the end of the game
Case finally got some momentum
to take a 4 lead but the Lady
Scots would not be defeated. They
14-7-

15-1-

see Volleyball: page 13
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Women's Soccer

Finally ranked. 15th in the nation, LadyScots lose one and tie one
was home on Wednesday looking
for a victory against fellow NCAC
.team Kenyon. But disappointment

KARYN POWERS
Voice Sports Writer

-

For the first time in Wooster
women's soccer history, the Lady
Scots are nationally ranked. The
results came out on Tuesday placing them at fifteenth in Division
HI. Exciting as it may seem, it
has proven to be almost a curse as
th6 Lady Scots suffered through a
most discouraging week of soccer.
The team was at play on Saturday against Siena Heights, a nationally ranked NAIA team from
Michigan. The Lady Scots had the
early advantage and dominated for
the first 25 minutes of play as the
visitors were cold, having just
stepped off the bus from a four
hour trip. But the match evened
out and by the end of the first half
it was still a tie game.
Second half continued to be a
frustrating mix of missed shots
and failed attempts for both teams
until finally Siena Heights took
on the Wooster defense for the
score with twenty minutes left.
There it remained in Seina Heights'
favor,
and Wooster thus ended
its eight game winning streak, the
longest ever for the team.
Spirits were high as Wooster

'V,

J

S

is'-'-

'

'

i

, ;'

1-- 0,

Dot Verbrugge slides into the Kenyon goalie In an attempt to score. Wooster tied Kenyon
(Photo by News Services.)

JB Typewriter Service

&

.

4,

12-1-

10-1-

15-1-

812X11 WHITE

9- -

4--

Supplies For

COPIES 40

8-5:- 30

In the second game Case and
Wooster stayed neck and neck with
0
and 2
lying scores of
until Wooster finally managed
4
to pull ahead to a slight
lead. After Case failed to capitalize on a side out, the Lady Scots
took control to win the game
giving the Lady Scots a
record over the season and a
NCAC record.

ADLER

A
345-740-

17-1- 5.

IBM'SWINTEC

IBM'BROTHER
ROYAfSWINTEC
SMITH CORONA

5

Daily
2 Saturday

16-1- 4,

PANASONIC
CANONAND MORE

5-- 16

1- -1

2522 Cleveland Road

Wooster. Ohio 44691

DOMINOS PIZZA SPECIAL

1

Medium Cheese Pizza
Large Cheese Pizza

Publications

For $5.99
For Free Delivery Call

Additional Toppings Extra

.

Committee

.J

feedback.

intra-mural- s,

nt

fund-raisin- g,

will be available to
respond to community

0

9-3- -1

3-0- -1

The Women's Athletic Association held its first general meeting this
week to begin planning the year's events. The goals of WAA include
providing support for women's athletics at Wooster through building
campus awareness of women's sports and events, and attempting to in
crease fan support. Also, the organization works to address and at
tempt to improve the conditions of women's athletics at Wooster and
to educate women athletes about issues surrounding women's athletics
health, nutrition, and conditioning for example.
Each year, WAA has put together a slide show and banquet for wom
en atheletes, but this year we hope to compile one each for fall and
spring sports. Stay tuned for more details, and keep taking pictures!
If you're grateful for hot popcorn, candy bars and refreshments at
basketball games, then thank WAA and the women athletes who run
the concession stand every year. WAA also provides support for
informed and overseen by secretary Tracy Howerton.
Another event that WAA is proud to sponsor this fall is the visit to
the College by Jane Buch. Buch, of Smithville, will discuss the fun
damentals and importance of nutrition to the athelete. The tentative
date for her visit is November 13.
Maria Theophilis , along
President Jane Major, and
with advisor Coach Chris Hart, emphasize that these events will be
open to anyone interested. . Also, anyone is welcome and encouraged
event
to come to the general meetings and help with
large
across
a
you
come
course,
planning and pizza eating. And, of
if
be
to
put
will
WAA,
it
amount of money and need to donate it to
space...?
great use maybe expanding the locker room
Keep an eye out for this weekly article, and think about the issues
Feel free to raise questions, well work to get the answers. Ideas about
money-raisin- g
should be brought to treasurer Kristen Larke or fundraising Liz Barney; ideas for campus awareness should be directed to
publicity chair Nicole Podgomy.
vice-preside-

15 in

Lowry Center Pit.
The VOICE editor and
members of the

For $3.99
or
264-980-

There will be an
open forum for
comments on
the VOICE at
4:00 on Monday,

Oct

They stacked their defense with
two sweepers and sometimes even
four fullbacks to deny any of the
Lady Scots offensive attempts, not
to mention any of their own.
Wooster kept the ball in Kenyon's
half for 90 of the game though
and took 28 shots, allowing Kenyon few if any attacks on goal.
The match went into overtime
but Wooster was unable to penetrate and any long shots from the
Lady Scots were met by the heroics of the Kenyon goalkeeper. The
team record now falls to
in NCAC play.
overall and
The Lady Scots will be hitting
the road this week with a game at
Wiltenburg on Saturday and one at
Ml Union on Tuesday. Wooster
is ready to get on with the rest of
he season for as Coach Cowell
says, "And at the end of the
day .... it gets dark.".

Carissa Conner

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
fought back to take the game

Authorized Service For
SMITH CORONA

national ranking, were
playing scared.
well-earne- d

Women's Athletic Association

0-- 0.

Volleyball

Sales

reigned supreme again, this time
with hints of frustration, as the
game ended in a 0--0 tie. Kenyon,
knowing Wooster's reputation and

-
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Kenyon
Scoto sufferrsecond loss to Wilmington, then falls to

Let's make one thing clear be- - was noted by some sport writera
fore I get started here today. I am around the U.S. as a career deci
not a Boston Red Sox fan. Not
sion.
even close. I am a Yankee fan,
So what does Cooney do? Take
and have been since I was 7 years ' the ball out of his hands. Snatches
old. That's IS years to you and it like candy from a baby. No
me.
warning. Cooney has an obliga
The Yankees and Bosox have lion to the fans and the game to
had a heated rivalry for many give Clemens a warning be ford
years. Fans from the home cities
such action in a game of sue!
haze the opponent like nothing I magnitude.
have ever seen before or since.
Clemens was not in his face. He
This is not to say that I do not was
feet away forml
have a good head on my shoul
him. And you can't possibly It
ders and a solid brain within that me that Cooney heard everythin
head. Despite popular belief, I do. that Clemens naa to say oven
And when I see something 50.000 fans rallying behind thq
wrong. I do not let my prejudices
home team. Give me a break.
get in the way.
What's worse. CBS decides td
So it's Wednesday afternoon in cut to the studio where Pat OTJrierl
Oakland, about 71 degrees and and Don Deckinger are sitting
sunny. Oakland Alemeda Cole-- si ready to discuss this decision. Iron
um, home of the Athletics and
ic that it was Deckinger who blew
former home of the Raiders, is that call in the 1985 Cardinals
packed with ALCS fans watching Royals series at first base tha
their beloved team play for the
threw. Juaquin Andujar and the city
World Series.
of Sl' Louis into a frenzy.
Roger Clemens is on the
Why ask this guy? His credibili
mound, discouraged by a first and ty is almost as good as that Tur
third, one out situation, looking key-HaCordon Bleu staff a
into catcher Tony Pena and home Lowry. Even better is that Deck
plate umpire Terry Cooney and inger supports Cooney.
mouthing some delicate words
Be objective Don, don't suppor
that even a novice
could a fellow ump if you know be is
decipher.
wrong. I know the guys on the cir
Cooney wasted no time in rais
cuit are still running the eyeglass
ing his finger. The finger that
es jokes by you to this day. Ge
made the capacity crowd roar. The
real. He was wrong.
finger that had Joe Morgan and
I know the Boston fans around
Tony Pena in his face before he the nation will be talking about
could say "Cleveland.' The finger this for years. That isn't to say
that tossed Rocket Roger right that Boston wouhfve won the ser
off the field and into the showers.
ies had things been different on
The finger that has prompted me Wednesday. Be realistic, there was
to write this article. The finger no way. But the decs ion was not
that I hope Cooney loses in a right on Cooney's part. Even the
gardening accident this winter.
fans in Oakland, who like any oth
fans are conditioned to cheer
er
We are, or at least I am, talking
when that finger is raised and
about a league champoinship ser
ies, not a regular season game in pointed, realized what was happen
September between two last place ing when Clemens walked off the
teams. The A's are on the verge field for the last time. It was as
of winning. 49,052 fans came to much as loss to them as it was let
the Bosox.
watch a classic pitchers dual be
So Terry, as a favor to me and
tween Dave Stewart and Cleall
of baseball, keep your off
mens.
season
job..JOREVER ! I really
Both have lead their respective
tortilla chips and sal
enjoy
buying
teams over the past 4 years. The
you
sa from
at Super America.
Bosox are on the verge of elimination, worse yet, being swept. You have a nice clean establish
They throw out their ace in hopes menL Terry, you were wrong, way
of denying the A's the pleasure of wrong, and you should reconsider
your actions before you pull the
winning in four straight
so fast next time.
trigger
Their ace has a bad shoulder but
week
next
Until
chooses to pitch anyway, which
50-some--

m

lip-read-

er

odd

The College of Wooster men's
soccer team has fallen on hard
times.
On Saturday, during Alumni
Weekend, the Scots lost to Wilm-ington, 3-in overtime. The
team has not beaten Wilmington
since 1980.
The game included a first half
during which the Scots blanked
their opponent thanks to two
goals by Rio Morgan, the team's
leading scorer.
2,

The second half, however,

proved to be Wilmington's time
to shine as they surged with two
goals of their own to send the con- rtest into overtime. The Scots let
one go by after regulation play and
fell to defeat, 2.
"We were fortuitous to be two
up at the half because we were
fairly even up until then," said assistant coach Paul McGinlay.
"We tended to sit back in the second half and the defensive errors
are what cost us."
On a rainy Wednesday in Gamb-ie- r,
the Scots tried to redeem
themselves when they faced their
third NCAC opponent of the season, Kenyon, ranked second in the
nation going into the game.
The Scots scored first with a
Rio Morgan goal, but again they
lost their winning edge in the second half as Kenyon kicked in two
to overcome Wooster and hand the
team its second NCAC loss of the
season.
With a
conference record, the
- possibility of an automatic
bid
into the NCAA tournament is
highly unlikely for the Scots, who
are currently
Yet, McGinlay said the team can still make it
n
into
play.
"At the moment, our position
looks pretty bleak." said McGin- - I

enced defense has created problems.

"Because of injuries, we've had
to rearrange some key positions,"
said McGinlay, "and so, we've got
some young, inexperienced people
in there. These players are finding
themselves in a baptism of fire."
On Saturday, ihe Scots face
NCAC rival Wittenburg at Carl
Dale Field.
"The lads are really depressed
right now, but there's still a mood
of optimism." said McGinlay.
"It's interesting to see how we
bounce back. Don't rule us out."
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Ethan Gorsuch

Voice Sports Writer

The coach also said an inexperi-

lay, "but all's not lost. We're a
legitimate candidate for the postseason if we can win the five remaining games. Yesterday's loss
did not help at all, but a strong
finish with Ian (Banda) back would
make it difficult for teams to overlook us."
McGinlay said the absence of
the injured Banda, whose status is
probable for the next game, made
a difference in the eames against
Wilmington and Kenyon. "We're
missing two things with Ian not
playing," said McGinlay. mm.j .
"We're missing his presence on
the field as a leader as well as his
ability to change the course of the
game."

i

Sports Parlay

KEVIN WAUG H

il

Mphatso Namwali scoots by defenders in the 3-- 1 loss to
Wilmington Homecoming weekend. (Photo by Mike Pepper.)

A REAL challenge for
REAL people:

the Weavster
Challenge.
George Gateter and Mark
Weaver challenge any two
members of the College
community (students, faculty,
or adrninistrators) to a debate to
be held early next semester.
We win debate any team on
either side of any topic. If
interested, can either Galster or
Weaver with your proposal.

s
i

Wear any nose into
SUBWAY, other than'
your own, and you can
win prizes from our
"Nose Bowl".

Offer expires 113090
Offer valid at Wooster
SUBWAY only.
308 Beall Ave.
262-782-

7

Prizes include free
food, party plattersJ

discount coupons
and more!!!
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Grmg Gallant
Consumer Economics and Housing

Cornell University

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately

hooked It!s a woik of ait I saw the student
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're
a pain to learn, and working on them can be
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
bought another kind of computer against
my advice and has used it for maybe 15

hoiirsWhatawaste.

what's in your paper, not on how to get it on
paper. You can create professional-lookindocuments in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work
in the same way
"Once youVe worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back"
g

-

For computer information, visit
or call David Waluse at X2245
Taylor Hall, Room 31 1

Why do people love Macintosh?
Ask them.
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Travel Agents International
Wfc'ne

Scholarship
Information

with you all the way.

LOWEST AIRFARE
GUARANTEED
Our policy states: "Unless otherwise specified
by you. Travel Agents International will get you the
lowest published airfare available on regularly
scheduled domestic airlines at the time of ticketing
or will reimburse you the difference."
We also guarantee delivery of your ticket.

West High Plaza
1430 West High Street
Orrville, Ohio 44667

Orrville:
Nationwide:
Reg.

V

1

682-344-

0

800-445-73-

need-Owne-

.

Reservations Suggested (216)
Student Discount

264-234-

-

1

TA0933

Your Perm &
Color Salon

SHAMPOO, CUT, and BLOWDRY
2 for

.

Ready for a change? The Wooster Inn offers candlelight
dinners with romantic music, chilled wine, golf course
d
view, excellent service. It's just what you
and Operated by the College of Wooster
' Dining Room Hours
Weekdays 7 ajn. - 2 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 8 p.nx
7 am." - 1 1 a.m.
Sundays
11:30 ajn. -- 8 p.m.

36

FAMILY HAIR CENTER

CrO?

The Wooster Inn

1-S-

19

and

20

Visits-$3- 5

2786 Cleveland Rd.
345-700-

0

Leonard M. Perryman
Communications Scholarship for Ethnic
Minority Students
Samnel
Stoody-We-

Robinson Scbolashlp
Fellowship
st

Contact the
Financial Aid Office,
Severance Art Building
for more information.

FCA will meet

FriHav. October 12
VIDEO - House Party, The Underground, 7:30pm
D J - The Underground, 1 1 :00pm

Saturday. October 13
FILM - Zelig, Mateer, 8:00pm & 10:00pm
LIVE BAND - Oroboros, The Underground,
(Receive a free cup courtesy of SAB)

9:00-2:0- 0

Sunday. October 14
CLASSIC FILM - Hotel Terminus: The Life and Tunes of
Klaus Barbie, Part II, Mateer, 7:30pm

-

TANNING BEDS
3 beds, 1 booth

Appalachian
Scholarship
Program

Monday. October 15
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL - Miami vs. New England,
The Underground, 8:30pm-12.00am

Wednesday. October 17
VIDEOS (The Underground) - Princess Bride, 8:00pm
When Harry Met Sally, 10:00pm

Sunday, October
14 at 7:30 p.m.
in the PEC
classroom.

Thank you,
Stan Aukamp
Ext. 3294
ATTENTION
ART STUDENTS

!!

Information
and
applications
for the
FRANCES HOOK
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
now available in
. are
the Financial Aid Office

